OPEN AGENDA

Announcements and Business

- Addressing the tragedy of the commons in ESS (Steig)
- Presentation (Gala Committee)
- Undergrad research spreadsheet (Grad Reps, presenting on behalf of Undergrad/Grad Community Relations Committee)
- Curriculum: Presentation and vote to proceed with proposed changes to the undergraduate major requirements. (Crider)
- Presentation by Geomorphology faculty search committee of draft job ad language for discussion (no vote) (Huntington)
- Intranet walkthrough (Caton)

Standing Committees Announcements

- Undergraduate Program (Gorman-Lewis) - Update on past and future transfer student events
- Graduate Program (Teng) - Update on discussion at College GPC last month
- Admissions (Huntington) - Update
- Advancement (Steig) - List of potential names for proposed external Advisory Board
- Astrobiology (Catling)
- College Council Representative (Schmidt) - Regular report
- Colloquium (Mehra)
- Computing (Lipovsky)
- Diversity (Tobin)
- MESSAGe (Crider)
- Oversight (Roe, Schmidt)
- Policy (Bergantz, Buick)
- Prelim (Schmidt, Duvall)
- Promotion, Merit & Reappointment (Catling, Huntington)
- Renovations (Tobin, Gorman-Lewis, Journaux)
- Safety (Teng)
- Scholarships, Fellowships, and Awards (Mehra, Roe)
- Senate (Stone)